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@sarahstuartxx

NSPCC appear to be going bonkers.

I note that they just deleted a tweet they made about separate beds being legal

This is pretty funny though "Everything we do protects children"

bahaha i got the bedroom tweet
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So the question is @NSPCC why did you delete your tweet above? Because as you know
bedroom sharing is illegal above a certain age between boys and girls, so it follows that
bathroom provision would be the same.

just screenshotting away
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they're going full kamikaze now
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The #wokebeards appear to have logged off now. I can just imagine the emergency
communications meeting in the morning where house style and being polite are re-
emphasised as important core values to the organisation.

Now awaiting the "a member of our junior staff did something bad and the senior
management are not responsible for it, plus we won't address the EQ 2010 issue publicly
because it's too contentious" public statement any moment over the next 72 hours. Amirite?

Breaking @NSPCC have blocked me from viewing their twitter account for highlighting their
lapses in safeguarding !
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@NSPCC you do know that I have another account so can keep on screenshotting as much as
I want. As a former supporter who has given literally thousands, rest assured you won't keep a
single penny ever again.

Meet the NSPCC's new friends.

But don't worry the team are all "okay" and have recovered from the "tea-pot time" slur
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Here are a few people who liked Casey Explosion's tweet:

And of course, none other than the infamous Kilgore Sprout has lent his support. It doesn't get
more prestigious than this (except for thanking Mimmymum and Haddock perhaps).
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• • •

Just linking this for completeness. 

Am going to go back again on a regular basis. No one blocks Sarah fucking Stuart 😠😠😠
😠
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Renumeration of senior managers
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